
It is rare and unusual for a wolf to approach people and show no

fear. If you notice this behaviour, report it to the competent authority

(Forestry Corps for Italy, by calling 1515). If you happen to observe one

or more wolves from a distance, remain silent and, once again,

observe it without interfering. If you can document the sighting with

photos or videos, remember that these are very useful data for

monitoring the species! 

You can send your material to the competent authority (for Aosta

Valley, u-faunaselvatica@regione.vda.it).

If you meet wolves on the road while driving, remember that, as with

any wild animal, it is forbidden to chase them, giving in to the

temptation to shoot a video or take photos.

In any case, do not get out of the car, but slow down or pull over and

wait for the animals to move away. Wolves are generally less

bothered by cars than by people on foot

because they do not identify vehicles as

an immediate threat.

Wolves are more disturbed by our presence than anxious

to get rid of a potential intruder in their territory.

Exceptional situations can occur when the wolf shows a particular interest in the

dog (for example if it is a female in heat). In this case, avoid interposing between

the two animals and send the wolf away following the advice above. Letting the

dog wander alone is anyway prohibited under Aosta Valley current legislation.

Dogs left free without their master- even in the proximity of inhabited areas- are

a danger for wildlife and domestic animals and put themselves in danger.

In fact, wolves could identify them as rivals, especially nearby a carcass of prey,

and injure or even kill them. In addition to this, dogs on the loose can represent a

threat to wildlife.

A potential risk is also run by dogs kept in chains or in open courtyards, where

wolves can access: although predation is not to be considered probable, it

cannot be completely excluded.

WHAT IF  I  SEE
A WOLF?

Never try to approach the wolf or interfere with its behaviour. Wolves

generally avoid human interactions, and in this case, they encounter

people at a short distance they move away. If you are not at ease, you

just need to speak out loud and possibly wave your arms or clap your

hands to make the wolf run away.

Always keep it under control and

in safety. If dogs are on a leash, or

under the control of their owner,

the wolf is unlikely to come close.

IF YOU HAVE A DOG

DO NOT LEAVE
ANY FOOD RESOURCES
NEAR YOUR HOUSE
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IF YOU MEET A WOLF...2
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IN CASE OF SIGHTING, CALL THE COMPETENT AUTHORITY 

Securing attractants is important to keep wolves

away from your property. Do not leave garbage or

other food residues near your home. Store pet food

bowls inside.
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